seed beads & delicas

**EARRING DESIGNS BY SIG, BOOK I**
*by Sigrid Wynne-Evans*

Both experienced and beginning jewelry makers will cherish this collection of unique designs. Includes patterns for 46 Comanche (or Brick) Stitch earring designs with contemporary and Native American themes. Appliqué beadworkers can incorporate these fun ideas into their projects. Includes illustrated instructions and patterns for each project.

**AN EARFUL OF DESIGNS**
*by Sigrid Wynne-Evans*

Included in this volume are brand new designs and an expanded section on the bead business. It even offers advice on how to begin to sell beadwork.

**EARRING DESIGNS BY SIG, BOOK III**
*by Sigrid Wynne-Evans*

Offers many exciting projects for both the experienced and the novice beader.

**CLASSIC EARRING DESIGNS**
*by Nola May*

Perfect for beginning and intermediate beaders, this book will also stimulate the creativity of advanced beaders. Each section contains complete, easy to follow instructions, plenty of illustrations, and a variety of bead-by-bead patterns featuring the use of many different access beads.

**CLASSIC EARRING DESIGNS**
*by Nola May*

Perfect for beginning and intermediate beaders, this book will also stimulate the creativity of advanced beaders. Each section contains complete, easy to follow instructions, plenty of illustrations, and a variety of bead-by-bead patterns featuring the use of many different access beads.

**BEADED MANDALAS**
*A Beginner’s Guide to Flat Round Peyote*
*by Heather Kingsley-Heath*

Projects include a Millefiori necklace, Ottoman bracelet, Nordic Buttons, Starburst necklace and bracelet, Prairie necklace, Madras window ornament, Sheeba amulet purse, Mandala, Medley and more! Second in a series.

**BEADED EARRINGS**
*A Beginner’s Guide to Beadwork*
*by Heather Kingsley-Heath*

Fourth in a series, this title shows you how to make 17 different pairs of gorgeous earrings with the potential to make hundreds more. Designs range from colorful hoops to sparkly fringed diamonds and tapestry patterned tubes. Features easy to follow, step-by-step instructions and charts to take you through the basics, explaining the techniques and anticipating problems along the way. Also includes blank charts for designing your own patterns!

**LOOM WEAVING**
*A Beginner’s Guide to Beading on a Loom*
*by Heather Kingsley-Heath*

Beading on a loom is easy to learn. Loom Weaving guides you through the steps to set up a loom and weave your first project. More projects show you how to weaving in warps, create spaces, fringes and shaped designs. Discover how to add crystals, follow a pattern and give your work a textured surface. All you need to know packed into one little booklet. Designs include bracelets, bangles, necklaces, cuffs and an amulet bag.

**DAISY CHAINS**
*A Beginner’s Guide to Using Seed Beads*
*by Heather Kingsley-Heath*

This booklet from the Useful Booklet Company’s Beginner’s Guide series covers nine different daisy chain patterns which can be used in bracelets, necklaces, earrings, or even to embellish fabric. Includes an “Essential Equipment” list as well as thorough instructions with black and white diagrams and color photos for all designs. Also included are instructions for finishing off projects.
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Bead&Button Easy-Does-It-Series
EASY BEAD STITCHES: NETTING

Netting, one of the easiest bead stitches, can yield amazing effects! Whether beaders yearn for a lacy necklace or a ruffled bracelet, netting can create the desired look. The ease and versatility of netting allows readers to work with a variety of beads like seed beads, crystals, glass beads, gemstone, pearls, and more. Includes 7 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
EASY BEAD STITCHES: BRICK STICH

Brick stitch is easy to learn and provides many opportunities for color play and embellishment. Projects feature distinctive patterns using cylinder beads, seed beads, and crystals. Step-by-step instructions and a thorough basics section make it easy to create necklaces, bracelets, earrings, and even a small purse. Includes 7 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
SEED BEAD JEWELRY

This booklet presents seven beautiful jewelry projects made with inexpensive seed beads. From a simply strung multi strand necklace to netted earrings to a bracelet made with a daisy chain variation. These projects offer a wonderful array of ways to turn seed beads into appealing jewelry. Includes 7 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
BEADED BEADS

Clear step-by-step photos and instructions help readers learn to make customized beads for their jewelry creations. Seven distinctly different projects provide ample inspiration for beaders of all levels. Seven projects are from the pages of Bead&Button, while one is brand new. Includes 6 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
BEAD-WEAVING STITCHES

Clear photos and instructions make this 16-page booklet a great introduction to bead weaving. You’ll learn to turn inexpensive seed beads into great one-of-a-kind jewelry. Master ten basic bead stitches and make stylish bracelets, necklaces, and other accessories. Includes 9 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
CREATIVE BEADING TECHNIQUES

This booklet demonstrates over a dozen techniques for making beautiful beaded jewelry. Readers will learn to make 11 creative accessories. Includes 11 projects.

Bead&Button Easy-Does-It Series
BEAD AND WIRE FLOWERS

In Bead and Wire Flowers, beaders will learn how to turn colorful seed beads and craft wire into stunning flowers that will last forever. Also shows how to use beaded flowers as miniature bouquets, in vases, and as centerpieces. Includes 5 projects.
ZULU INSPIRED BEADWORK
Weaving Techniques and Projects
by Diane Fitzgerald

This is the first book devoted to the beading techniques used by Zulu women. Bead master Diane Fitzgerald shares her expertise on Zulu beadwork with 25 stunning projects using dozens of previously unpublished beadwork techniques. Projects include netted diamond earrings, a zigzag chain, a netted triangle swag bracelet, and a Zulu wedding necklace. Illustrated with easy-to-follow diagrams and supplemented with helpful hints. Along with novel techniques for netting, wrapping, fringing, and braiding, the history of the Zulu people is also presented, accompanied by gorgeous full-color photos of the region.

CONTEMPORARY BEADWORK IV
More Zulu Beadwork
by Diane Fitzgerald

Diane Fitzgerald’s further study of Zulu beadwork includes; double weave, wrapped rope, square stitch base, swag & triangle bracelet, switchback chain, hexagon netting and much more.

NETTED BEADWORK
A Beadwork® How-To Book
by Diane Fitzgerald

Netted beadwork requires fewer beads, works up quickly, creates an airy lace-like quality, is lightweight, drapes beautifully, and can be used to cover three-dimensional shapes. Seventeen projects ranging from netted floral embellishments to awe-inspiring jewelry are included.

A BEADWORKER’S TOOL BOOK
by Pam Prelar

At last a comprehensive graphing tool for bead workers. Contains thread path diagrams for each of the stitches shown. You will also find useful information on bead shapes and sizes, and instructions on how to use graph paper.

THE BEADED GARDEN
Creating Flowers with Beads and Thread
by Diane Fitzgerald

Your field guide into the beaded garden! Here’s an exciting exploration of the craft of making flowers with tiny glass beads and thread, weaving these elements together with off-loom stitches to create 3D flowers, leaves, and garden creatures. A variety of stitches, including brick, Peyote and herringbone, are used. Step-by-step instructions, stunning photos, and easy-to-follow diagrams guide you through simple to more advanced projects. The colorful gallery of pieces from well-known bead artists is sure to give you a year-round case of spring fever.

THE ART OF BEADED BEADS
by Pam Prelar

Beaders everywhere, from novice to pro artists are discovering the extraordinary creative potential and pleasure of a seemingly simple craft: making unique, one-of-a-kind beads from existing beads themselves. This lavishly illustrated guide offers them a blast of inspiration, with 40 fabulous designs from some of today’s finest beadwork artists. Ranging from understated to pure dazzling gleam, these projects show case a range of innovative techniques. Detailed instructions and photos make the crafting easy, and there’s encouragement for readers eager to incorporate their own design ideas.
**GERDANY BEADWORK**

**UKRAINIAN-STYLE**

**Assorted Beadwork, Lessons #1**

by Maria M. Rypan

You don't need previous experience to try these pieces. Each technique is unique. Begin with picot and zigzag chains and move to 3-dimensional bauble chains. Try daisy variations and 2-needle ladders great for narrower and wider bracelets. The open-cored spiral necklace is the Ukrainian version of the Dutch spiral. Bead a classy herringbone chain or a scalloped, netted necklace. Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step instructions for various beadwork techniques. Features: 12 lessons; 5 color copies of beadwork; blank graphs for coloring; and tips for beading.

**Sugg. Retail $9.95**

** BK1002 **

Softcover, 72 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

**GERDANY BEADWORK**

**UKRAINIAN-STYLE**

**Assorted Beadweaving, Lessons #2**

by Maria M. Rypan

No experience needed! In this edition, swags were taken to a new level with even rows for necklaces or cuffs. Favorite Gothic Drapes were revised for a fresh new look. The Fringed Gothic has been redesigned for an easy string base for adding fringes and V’s. Check out different accent bead ideas. The earrings are all beaded with just a needle and thread. A retro mosaic (a.k.a. Peyote) bracelet with daisies in the round coordinates nicely. Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step instructions for various beadwork techniques. Features: 11 lessons; 3 color copies of beadwork; plus fundamentals and tips for beading.

**Sugg. Retail $10.95**

** BK991 **

Softcover, 80 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

**BEADED IMAGES**

**Intricate Beaded Jewelry Using Brick Stitch**

by Barbara E. Elbe

Break away from the traditional brick stitch earring mold! You’ll discover sculptured pendants, peacock & many vertical patterns, sculptured Santa earrings, snowmen, candy canes & three-dimensional wreaths. Plus, Christmas tree & reindeer pins. There are 35 unique patterns using Delica & Hexagon beads. 4-page color insert.

**Sugg. Retail $18.95**

** BK1635 **

Softcover, 54 pages

**Sugg. Retail $17.95**

**BEADED IMAGES II**

**Intricate Beaded Jewelry Using Brick Stitch**

by Barbara E. Elbe

Create sculptured earring designs using horizontal & vertical base rows. Designs include horses, penguins, cats & flying mallard ducks, and girls & clowns with three dimensional curly hair. Bead sculpturing is fully explained (increasing & decreasing number of beads in a row). A total of 29 patterns using Delica beads. 4-page color insert.

**Sugg. Retail $9.95**

** BK1002 **

Softcover, 72 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

**FOREVER IN BEADS**

**Memories and Nature Transformed Into Beads**

by Barbara E. Elbe

Nine beautiful new patterns bring nature and memories to life. Predominantly horizontal and vertical brick stitch patterns, there is one square pattern and two frameable loom pieces. Twelve adorable earring patterns complete the book. Complete step-by-step instruction for all stitches, that includes instructions on how to do the different straps and fringe. Well illustrated throughout with beginner instructions.

**Sugg. Retail $17.95**

** BK1212 **

Softcover, 54 pages

**Sugg. Retail $17.95**

**BEAD FLOWERS**

by Minako Shimamura

Using just small beads and wires, readers can learn to express their creativity by crafting beautiful roses, violets, carnations, tulips and other flowers. With easy-to-follow instructions and colorful drawings and pictures, Bead Flowers guides readers through the basics, then goes on to other instructions for creating festive arrangements for special events and occasions, including wedding bouquets, fruits and vegetables for Halloween decorations, Christmas trees and seasonal wreaths.

**Sugg. Retail $17.95**

** BK1833 **

Softcover, 96 pages

**Sugg. Retail $17.95**

**GERDANY BEADWORK**

**UKRAINIAN-STYLE**

**Netted Jagged Mesh, Lessons #2**

by Maria M. Rypan

This book builds on the previous netting book (BK1675), adding V-shaped patterns. These are presented in such a way that you can delve right in and start beading tooth-edged necklaces if you have some beading experience. Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step instructions for various netting techniques. Collars and necklace designs are the focus in this edition. Try irregularly-shaped necklaces with single or double spacing or a large jagged-edged net. The unique scallop-edged necklace on a zigzag band is also included. Features: 8 lessons; 5 color copies of beadwork; blank graphs for coloring; and tips for beading.

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

** BK1674 **

Softcover, 27 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

**GERDANY BEADWORK**

**UKRAINIAN-STYLE**

**Netted Mesh Collars, Lessons #1**

by Maria M. Rypan

Start from basic netting necklaces and progress through to wider ones with challenging motifs. This book is excellent for learning how to follow an intricate pattern because it builds on the previous lesson. It also features unequal bead count which allows necklaces to fit around the neck appropriately. Includes color copies of actual pieces from each lesson for inspiration. Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step instructions for various netting techniques. Features: 8 lessons; 5 color copies of beadwork; blank graphs for coloring; and tips for beading.

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

** BK1675 **

Softcover, 27 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

**GERDANY BEADWORK**

**UKRAINIAN-STYLE**

**Netted Mesh Collars, Lessons #2**

by Maria M. Rypan

This book builds on the previous netting book (BK1675), adding V-shaped patterns. These are presented in such a way that you can delve right in and start beading tooth-edged necklaces if you have some beading experience. Includes easy-to-follow, illustrated step-by-step instructions for various netting techniques. Collars and necklace designs are the focus in this edition. Try irregularly-shaped necklaces with single or double spacing or a large jagged-edged net. The unique scallop-edged necklace on a zigzag band is also included. Features: 8 lessons; 5 color copies of beadwork; blank graphs for coloring; and tips for beading.

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**

** BK1674 **

Softcover, 27 pages

**Sugg. Retail $16.95**
BEADING ON FABRIC
Encyclopedia of Bead Stitch Techniques
by Larkin Jean Van Horn

Interested in adding beads to your textile or fiber designs? This book is a fantastic teaching tool for beginners and a resourceful reference guide for the experienced. You will learn how to add glitz, texture and dimension to many kinds of textiles and even some garments. This book covers a variety of mediums, from quilts, wearable art, beaded jewelry to woven or felted material. It is packed with illustrations, photographs of stitched samples, and examples of completed work to keep you inspired.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BEADING ON A LOOM
by Alexandra Kidd

Beautifully woven beads have a wonder and texture all their own and different shaped beads can be blended into an amazing selection of stunning bags, beautiful bracelets, elegant necklaces, earrings, wall hangings and much more. The author's enthusiasm shines through as she presents this step-by-step guide to creating a whole range of original bead projects for everyone. Beginners and more experienced bead workers will welcome this easy-to-follow book which is packed with techniques, tips and inspiration.

SEED BEADS & DELICAS

BEADED FLOWERS
(Japanese Language)

Learn to create forget-me-nots, tulips, daisies, roses and other flowers from beads! Filled with amazing, color photographs, this book will sure to motivate anyone to create beautiful beaded flower projects. Projects include such varied items as a necklace, a table centerpiece, a door or wall hanging and much more. Full of detailed diagrams.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.

THE NEW BEADWEAVING
Great Projects with Innovative Materials
by Ann Benson

Master craftsman Ann Benson turns beadwork into beautiful art with these fresh and stylish woven designs for jewelry, clothing, and decorative items. The appealing techniques range from loom weaving to brick stitching, and a primer with all the basics covers each method so beadweavers can get going right away.

CLASSIC BEADWEAVING
New Needle Techniques & Original Designs
by Ann Benson

The patterns and instructions for 50 of Benson's most spectacular pieces use two basic methods: needle weaving, a style similar to crocheting, and bead card stitching, in which beads are sewn directly onto a patterned card. Every project highlights the beads' exciting colors, shapes, sizes, and texture.

POTATO CHIP BEADED BAGS
...You can't make just one!

Like edible potato chips, these little bags are yummy to make and yummy to look at. Hang them on a wall or carry one out on the town. Loaded with well illustrated diagrams and easy-to-read text.

PINN BEADS: PEYOTE STITCH
(Thai Language)

Beautiful designs for lovers of Peyote Stitch! Features patterns for earrings, barettes, eyeglass holders, necklaces and more!

BEADING ON FABRIC
Encyclopedia of Bead Stitch Techniques
by Larkin Jean Van Horn

Interested in adding beads to your textile or fiber designs? This book is a fantastic teaching tool for beginners and a resourceful reference guide for the experienced. You will learn how to add glitz, texture and dimension to many kinds of textiles and even some garments. This book covers a variety of mediums, from quilts, wearable art, beaded jewelry to woven or felted material. It is packed with illustrations, photographs of stitched samples, and examples of completed work to keep you inspired.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BEADING ON A LOOM
by Alexandra Kidd

Beautifully woven beads have a wonder and texture all their own and different shaped beads can be blended into an amazing selection of stunning bags, beautiful bracelets, elegant necklaces, earrings, wall hangings and much more. The author's enthusiasm shines through as she presents this step-by-step guide to creating a whole range of original bead projects for everyone. Beginners and more experienced bead workers will welcome this easy-to-follow book which is packed with techniques, tips and inspiration.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.

BEADING BASICS
All You Need to Know to Create Beautiful Beaded Accessories
by Stephanie Burnham

This manual shows beginners how to take the tedious labor out of beadwork when creating jewelry and personal accessories. The author presents 15 original projects that become progressively more challenging as the neophyte beadwork artist's confidence and skills grow. She provides information on needed tools and equipment, then follows up with instruction on the various stitches that beadwork artists must learn. Beginners learn to create a set of earrings, a butterfly brooch, a netted cuff bracelet, a beaded corsage, and many other attractive items. Captioned photographs clearly illustrate construction techniques.
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A Beadwork® How-To Book

BEADING ON A LOOM

by Don Pierce

The perfect volume for both the beginner looking for a new technique and the advanced beadworker, this book covers loom construction, warping, basic weaving, increasing and decreasing, weaving triangles, finishing and correcting mistakes, incorporating your own ideas, planning for size and weight of neckpieces, graphing designs, color blending, and more. It also offers a brief history of the art form which includes Native American and African beadwork and European bead manufacture. A gallery of contemporary creations from nationally-known artists rounds out the work.

BK2187
Softcover, 104 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

A Beadwork® How-To Book

BEADING WITH PEYOTE STITCH

by Jeannette Cook & Vicki Star

This second book in the Beadwork How-To series focuses on peyote stitch—one of the most frequently used stitches in beadwork. A Tools and Techniques section fully illustrates— with text, line drawings, and photographs—everything you need to know to use this stitch for flat and three-dimensional pieces. With projects and a gallery of beadwork by the authors and nationally known artist, Beading with Peyote Stitch is sure to inspire the beginner as well as the veteran bead worker.

BK2211
Softcover, 112 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

A Beadwork® How-To Book

BEADING WITH BRICK STITCH

by Diane Fitzgerald

Brick stitch—until now addressed only as a subcategory in other bead books—is one of the most simple and common stitches used worldwide. Complete with historical information and uses, tools and techniques, and a gallery of brick-stitched work from contemporary artists, it’s the fourth in a series of very successful single-technique books on the art and craft of beadwork from Beadwork magazine.

BK2182
Softcover, 124 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

A Beadwork® How-To Book

BEADING WITH HERRINGBONE STITCH

by Vicki Star

Beads are everywhere, from the necks of celebrities to the wrists of schoolgirls to the fashion runways of New York. Herringbone stitch, a versatile South African off-loom bead technique, feels like snakeskin and has a visible chevron pattern. It’s a favorite among beaders, and yet no other book devotes itself entirely to this method. With historical information, cultural background, techniques, projects, and instructions, and a gallery of inspirational pieces, this is the foremost guide to a unique beading technique. The fifth book in the Beadwork How-To series.

BK2179
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

A Beadwork® How-To Book

BEADS IN BLOOM

The Art of Making French Beaded Flowers

by Arlene Baker

Reproductions of vintage beaded flowers are hot items in upscale department and boutique stores. With Beads in Bloom, the first book in 30 years to focus on this intriguing craft, bead lovers will find instructions and diagrams for simple projects and complex ones, fundamental and advanced techniques, tips and refinements.

BK2172
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $21.95

BEAD WEAVING CLASSICS

by Takako Sako

This final book of the Takako Sako trilogy on loom weaving beadwork, offers another rich range of bags, purses, and garment accessories with a classic expression. All projects are created with seed beads and includes instructions for 2 needle weaving, which significantly simplifies the process of wide pattern weaving. This book is an English translation of the significant portions of the author’s Japanese language book. This book does not include basic loom set up and assumes the reader has some prior knowledge of basic technique.

BK2213
Softcover, 128 pages
Sugg. Retail $22.00

BEADWORK WITH SEED BEADS

Over 100 Practical Projects

published by Lorenz Books

The simplicity yet incredible range and versatility of beads, ribbons and silken threads make them irresistible materials for crafters, artists, jewelry makers and interior designers of all levels. This stunning book presents an authoritative and inspirational guide to the art of working with beads, ribbons and threads. Presented in easy-to-follow step-by-step format, with techniques to suit all levels, clear instructions and over 500 photos, this volume allows you to create original and exquisite ribbon, beaded and tasselled decorations with confidence and success.

BK3515
Hardcover, 256 pages
Sugg. Retail $35.00

BEADWORK WITH RIBBONS

Get ready for a playful artistic experience. The range of expressions available in art faces makes them the perfect focal point for intriguing beaded jewelry and handmade dolls. Experiment with creating mood and style using the character in each face, tint and choice of beads. If you prefer elegant bead art, start with the Mother Time Necklace. If whimsical is your type, look at the Mermaid Necklace. Either way, you’re going to have a lot of fun! Make pins with a variety of faces to wear scattered over a shoulder. Or make colorful pins to give as cute, unique gifts.

BK711
Softcover, 19 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.99

BEADS IN BLOOM

Beads in Bloom, the first book in 30 years to present French beaded flowers, is the perfect volume for both the beginner looking for a new technique and the advanced beadworker. This book presents an authoritative and inspirational guide to the art of working with beads, ribbons and silken threads. Presented in easy-to-follow step-by-step format, with techniques to suit all levels, clear instructions and over 500 photos, this volume allows you to create original and exquisite ribbon, beaded and tasselled decorations with confidence and success.

BK711
Softcover, 19 pages
Sugg. Retail $7.99
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The Beadworkers Guild
INTRODUCTION TO BEADWORK
Bracelets
edited by Jill Devon and Liz Thornton

This imported title, the first effort by the growing Beadworkers Guild in England, is an excellent book for both beginners and experienced beaders. Create beautiful bracelets using techniques like, 3-Bead netting, Peyote stitch, Square stitch, Herringbone weave, Right angle weave, & Tubular stitches. Spiral bound, so it can be used on a worktable. Introduction to Beadwork will inspire hours of creativity. Approximately 25 bracelet patterns.

INTRODUCTION TO BEADWORK
Earrings, Brooches, Fringes, and Tassels
edited by Jill Devon and Liz Thornton

Published by the Beadworkers Guild of England, this book features instructions on all main beadwork stitches and a wonderful collection of over 70 projects. With various methods of Brick Stitch, Peyote Stitch, Netting, Square Stitch, Right Angle Weave, and Herringbone Weave, you can create projects for use as bag charms, phone charms, and tassels, or link items to make bracelets and much more! Includes guidance on 3D working and shaping, as well. Spiral bound for easy worktable use, this book will inspire hours of creativity.

The Beadworker's Guild
INTRODUCTION TO BEADWORK
Necklaces
edited by Jill Devon and Liz Thornton

This is the third in a series of books aimed at both the beginner and the experienced beader. The projects in this book are all about necklaces - from simple flat braids to intricate ropes, from lace, netted collars to elegant pendants. There is a wide variety of necklace styles, using several different stitches and techniques. Illustrations and color photos throughout.

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO BEADWORK
by Madeleine Rollason

Using a beautiful selection of beads and many step-by-step photographs, Madeleine Rollason illustrates all the basic techniques and shows how to create stunning original beadwork. Stringing, stitching, netting, weaving and fringing are all covered and as each technique is explored, you will learn how to make earrings, necklaces, bracelets, bags, purses, wall hanging and more. Skills are cleverly built up through a sequence of practical, inspiring projects which are designed to increase confidence and to be enjoyed. Once you have worked through the basics, this informative and delightful book will enable you to create your own beautiful designs and it will not only appeal to beginners, but to anyone interested in beads and beadwork.

CONTEMPORARY LOOMED BEADWORK
A Three-Dimensional Loomed Beadwork Technique
by Therese Spears

This book graphically teaches the whole loom work process, from stringing the loom to advanced looming techniques. There are step-by-step instructions and colored graphs for barrettes, earrings, pins, a wristband, hair band, and a Victorian choker. Other techniques are fringed barrettes, porcupine quill barrettes, covering forms, and combination loomed & strung beads.

TREASURE BOXES
by Linda Zick

“Not too long ago, I fell in love with these little round boxes referred to as Pumpkin Boxes. These little boxes are a delightful size and lend themselves well to a variety of ways to embellish. On the following pages you will find some of my favorite designs for them. the possibilities are endless, so have fun and let your imagination take over.”

Caution: Once you start you may not be able to quit. Enjoy!

VISIONS VOL. 2: NETTED LACE AMULET BAGS
by Paula Adams

Paula Adams incorporates her love of layered things into this title, which features 7 exciting amulet bags. The first 18 pages are detailed instructions on the peyote, brick and the horizontal, vertical and right angle weave net. It also shows how to combine stitches and different ways of attaching the netting. The rest of the book gives detail instructions for the following seven projects. Projects include: Flowers & Lace, Rightly Sew, English Trellis, English Royal, Diamond Swirl, Touch of Silk, and Egyptian Tapestry.

THE BEADING ON FABRIC BOOK
by Wendy Simpson Conner

The author of The Best Little Beading Book (BK2805) now brings you her newest edition to the Beading Book Series. This book includes, 14+ new projects inspired by global influences. Projects include; beading a sweater, beaded boxes, bracelets on leather, beaded fabric tassels, an African Cuba inspired picture frame, beaded dress bodices from the Ziegfeld follies, beaded bags and much more. The author has included a list of fabrics & threads used, the benefits of each, and her personal opinions. Includes detailed diagrams and instructions.

AMULET BAGS
by Paula Adams

Paula Adams incorporates her love of layered things into this title, which features 7 exciting amulet bags. The first 18 pages are detailed instructions on the peyote, brick and the horizontal, vertical and right angle weave net. It also shows how to combine stitches and different ways of attaching the netting. The rest of the book gives detail instructions for the following seven projects. Projects include: Flowers & Lace, Rightly Sew, English Trellis, English Royal, Diamond Swirl, Touch of Silk, and Egyptian Tapestry.

VISIONS VOL. 2: NETTED LACE AMULET BAGS
by Paula Adams

Paula Adams incorporates her love of layered things into this title, which features 7 exciting amulet bags. The first 18 pages are detailed instructions on the peyote, brick and the horizontal, vertical and right angle weave net. It also shows how to combine stitches and different ways of attaching the netting. The rest of the book gives detail instructions for the following seven projects. Projects include: Flowers & Lace, Rightly Sew, English Trellis, English Royal, Diamond Swirl, Touch of Silk, and Egyptian Tapestry.
**CREATIVE BEAD WEAVING**

*by Carol Wilson Wells*

This book has received universal raves. If you'd like to learn the classic techniques of weaving beads together without a loom this book is a must. You'll find complete easy-to-follow instructions for the most popular off-loom stitches, peyote stitch, brick stitch, right-angle weave, square stitch, African helix, netting, and chevron chain, as well as 200 step by step illustrations and 20 projects to make.

**CLASSIC BEADED PURSE PATTERNS**

*by E. De Jong-Kramer*

Discusses, and presents, twenty six patterns from the purses in Mrs. de Jong-Kramer’s considerable collection. The authentic patterns of this traditional art should serve as a valuable resource for the collector and historian of beaded purses as well as for the knitter wishing to recreate these beautiful designs.

**DAYNA CHAIN EXTRAVAGANZA**

*by Cindy Fleming and Dayna Gustafson*

An extravagant collection of Dayna chains, simple to complex, written so that a beginning beader can understand, with plenty to challenge the advanced beader! Includes over 20 spiral chains and projects.

**FRENCH BEADED DESIGNS**

*by Donna DeAngelis Dicket*

It’s amazing that objects so beautiful can come from such simple techniques! These French beaded flowers sparkle, shine, and surprise, and yet they’re made just by stringing beads on wire and wrapping them around to form stems and petals. Some of these flowers serve as eye-catching ornaments; others are sublime practical, such as napkin rings and tiebacks. Follow the well-illustrated instructions to craft wildflowers, roses, daisies, tulips, anemones, and hydrangea. For each one, there’s a “What You Need to Know” and “What You Will Learn” box as guidance. The dazzling items include Black Tie Candleholders, Forsythia Urn and much more.

**DESIGNS FOR BEADING ON A LOOM**

*16 Designs with Variations and Interpretations by 20 Honorary Loomatics*

*by Don Pierce (the Loomatic)*

Instructions for 16 awesome looming designs which deal with color, texture, shape, and embellishment. Each design is accompanied by photos of the design, as interpreted by a number of the 20 “LOOMATICS” contributing to this book. You’ll be inspired to create your own variations of all of the designs. Builds on the foundation of Mr. Pierce’s first looming title, Beading On A Loom (BK2187). Includes color charts & word charts for all designs.

**BEADED ADORNMENTS**

*Creating New Looks for Clothes & Accessories*

*by Elizabeth Gouley and Ellen Talbott*

Bead weaving, bead fringe, bead netting, daisy edging – with beads, everything looks better and this attractive, amazingly informative, compilation of techniques and projects contains countless ways to beautify clothes and accessories. Every stitch, from the stacked seed stitch to the looped backstitch is described in detail and well-illustrated, as are various methods of transferring patterns to material and ways of making bead chains and other more complex designs. Transform a T-shirt with beaded “sleeves” made from the fabric-like vertical net stitch. Enhance a basic cardigan with a shimmering appliquéd koi pattern. From hat bands to scarves to belts, the most basic items look unique with a touch of beading magic.

**CRYSTAL LACE NECKLACE PATTERNS**

*by Varvara Konstantinov*

Includes step-by-step instructions for making weave floral design necklaces using basic beading techniques.

**MY BEADED GARDEN**

*by Varvara Konstantinov*

Beading with Varvara

Includes step-by-step instructions for making weave floral design necklaces using basic beading techniques.
seed beads & delicas

**Bead&Button Books**

**SEED BEAD STITCHING**

Creative Variations on Traditional Techniques

This book explores beadweaving techniques using colorful seed beads and beautiful accents such as pearls and gemstones. Step-by-step photographs and illustrations guide readers through the basics of classic stitches and inventive variations. Includes an introduction to the basics of beads, threads, and bead-stitching techniques. For intermediate and advanced beaders, creative variations and lesser-known stitches are included in the book.

**HOLIDAY BEADERY**

by Jeanette Shanigan

Want to add some holiday pizzazz to your wardrobe or need a special piece for gift-giving? This book may be just what you're looking for. For each month there are directions for 4 pieces of beaded jewelry: a bracelet, earrings, a necklace, and a pin. That's a total of 48 festive patterns! The beadwork techniques include the most popular ones: peyote stitch, brick stitch, herringbone stitch, netting, and fancy advanced stringing.

**GETTING STARTED WITH SEED BEADS**

by Dustin Wedekind

Seed beads are basic, essential materials in a beader's stash, and this handbook gives the beginning crafter a full course in how to work with them for great results. Seed beads come in a plethora of colors and materials and can be worked in an endless variety of stitches, which are taught in chapters that progress from introductory to more challenging. The more than 20 projects teach and then combine techniques in projects guaranteed to impress, from a simple beaded tine to a ladder ring to a tubular peyote-stitch rope of beaded beads. There is also a section on shopping for beads and equipment that will make new initiates comfortable as they explore the potentials of beading with seed beads.

**BEADAZZLED CABOCHON JEWELRY**

by Jeanette Shanigan

Semi-precious stones and seed beads make a stunning combination! This book includes 15 projects (necklaces, bracelets, brooches, barrette) for using cabochon of all kinds (stone, polymer, glass, porcelain, etc.) in beadwork. Techniques for 14 different edges for finishing are also included. Plus there are 4 different bezels using 4 beading stitches.

**BEAD&BUTTON MAGAZINE**

**THE BEST OF**

**BEADWOVEN JEWELRY**

Feast your eyes on over 25 of Bead&Button magazine’s best bead woven projects! This comprehensive collection will help you achieve beautiful projects. Complete with materials list and step-by-step instructions for each project, you’ll be able to create and acquire the skills to make complex and unique bracelets, earrings and necklaces.

**BEYV OF BEADED BRACELETS**

by Jeanette Shanigan

Fans of beaded bracelets will love this book! There are 40 full-color bracelet designs for all seasons and special occasions. Plus the designs are versatile. They can be done in any one of three common beadwork stitches: double-daisy chain, brick stitch or peyote stitch. There are suggestions for other uses for the designs, including a bonus pattern, the Snowflake Necklace. Finally, the book includes suggestions for embellishing the basic bracelet.

**BEADING WITH SEED BEADS, GEM STONES & CABOCHONS, VOL. #2**

by Sadie Starr

The great, great grand niece of famed outlaw Belle Star, now brings you, her long awaited second volume. Literally bursting with information, this 432-page book features: advanced triangle brick stitch earrings, beading cabochon earrings, cabochon necklaces, advanced wire wrappings, leather bags, loom work, 3-D loom work, netting stitch, helix stitch and much more. Includes hundreds of photographs, patterns, diagrams, close-ups, and color insert. Complete with step-by-step instructions. Learn all of Sadie Starr’s trade secrets to create unique, traditional and contemporary pieces.

**BEADED HOLIDAY ADORNMENT**

by Jeanette Shanigan

The book contains 25+ patterns for beadwork designs with holiday motifs. The pieces includes earrings, brooches, and necklaces, including amulet bag; there are Easter basket earrings, a 3-D Santa Claus pin, a heart-shaped amulet bag, a festive snowman necklace to name just a few. Jeanette’s class “Seasonal Amulet Bag” for Embellishment 2000 is included. The pieces are made using 3 popular techniques: brick stitch, netting stitch, and peyote stitch. There is also a chapter which addresses those sticky subjects: pricing, selling, copyrighting, & judging beadwork. Spiral bound, 175 line drawings & graphs, color photos of pieces.
**seed beads & delicas**

**PRISTINE’S BEADED ALIVE**

*A Natural Beginning*
by Joan L. Hurlbut

This booklet presents Tubular Peyote Stitch patterns that make great covers for standard Bic™ lighters and Amulet Bags. The patterns, which are predominantly Alaskan, include: Simple Iris, Wild Iris, Alaskan Mosquito, Spring Butterfly, Courting Tenacity, Aurora Blue, Country Rooster, Bantam Rooster, Walrus on His Rock, Raven with Sparkly, Moose in Pond, Angel Fish, and Chickadees.

**PRISTINE’S BEADED BEAUTIES**

*Wolves, Bats and Other Critters of Travel*
by Joan L. Hurlbut

Ten amulet bag Tubular Peyote Stitch patterns and their complete word charts that comfortably and stylishly hold cruise ship keys, credit cards, driver’s licenses, business cards, and a bit of green cash with room to spare for whimsy. These realistic and double-sided patterns include: Bat in the Night, Eagle, Arctic Fox, Lemur, Wolf, Camel, Koala, Bale of Turtles, Dolphins and Leafy Seadragon.

**GLASS BEAD ARTISTRY**

*Step-by-step instructions, full color illustrations, and diagrams will guide you on your journey to creating these wonderful characters and miniatures. Learn how to make basic shapes, and then go on to make your own pieces. 14 different themes to spark your creative juices.*

**THE ART OF BEADWEAVING**

*Have you ever been inspired by the beauty of beadwork and wanted to learn how to create your own designs? The Art of Beadweaving is the perfect book for you.*

**GREAT BEADED GIFTS**

*Catch the beading craze with Linda Gettings, a top teacher and designer whose creations have appeared regularly in Bead&Button and Beadwork magazines. She presents 40 spectacular projects that showcase the diversity of this best-selling craft. From elegant jewelry to decorative home accessories, these 40 beaded gifts are fun to make and a pleasure to give. The awe-inspiring selection of easy and intermediate projects includes necklaces and bracelets, hat band and purses, mirrors and lampshades. Includes general instructions with advice on all the necessary tools and techniques.*
THE ART OF FRENCH BEADED FLOWERS
Creative Techniques for Making 30 Beautiful Blooms
by Carol Brenner Doolp
Illustrated in color with more than 70 close-up, how-to photos that show how to grow a garden of 30 flowers with delicate seed beads. Forty additional illustrations present the exact bead placement for each particular flower part.

LITTLE BEAD BOXES
A Dozen Miniature Containers Built with Beads
by Julia S. Pretl
Julia Pretl offers crafters her original method for creating decorative beaded boxes and lids in a wide range of surface designs and shapes. Working only with cylinder and seed beads, needle and thread, crafters can create an impressive array of clever and colorful miniature containers. With step-by-step illustrations and easy-to-follow word graphs and patterns, Pretl leads the reader through the techniques for creating three-sided, five-sided, and six-sided rectangular, square, and stacked boxes. Four color photographs of each of the 12 designs Introduce each set of instructions. Detailed drawings illustrate the beading techniques.

BEADED DAISY CHAIN JEWELLERY
40 Designs to Make
by Anna Peters
Fresh, colorful, and very pretty, beaded jewelry is fun and easy to make and these beautiful pieces all use a single, classic technique: the daisy chain. By adding fringes, embellishments, and extra rows, however, the design variations are limitless. Explore the creative potential of this popular craft with 40 inspirational projects for a stylish collection of accessories. Because no special tools are required, it’s simple and inexpensive to get started. You’ll achieve fabulous, professional results in no time as you create a Flower Fairy Choker, an exotic Turquoise Frutti bracelet, a bright sparkly Gold Rush purse, brooches, rings, and necklaces.

SPLIT LOOM MAGIC
Patterns For Split Loom Necklaces
by Sonja Podjarn & Larry Nordhoff
It’s finally here! The long rumored 2nd edition of this popular title is back and available once again. *Split Loom Magic* was a unique book when it first made an appearance back in 1997. Dedicated to preserving the art of split looming, this edition features 21 timeless necklace patterns to choose from. An instant classic!

MASTERING BEADWORK
A Comprehensive Guide to Off-Loom Techniques
by Carol Cypher
*Mastering Beadwork* is your ultimate resource for beading knowledge—a project book plus reference tool wrapped up in one! Carol Cypher presents easy-to-understand instructions with informative sidebars to help anyone master beading techniques. Each of the 13 techniques are explained in detail, then further explored with projects to enhance the beader’s skills and confidence. The 65 projects—ranging from bracelets, necklaces, rings, and earrings to findings, closures, beaded beads, and other beaded objects—teach a single project or technique but are arranged to build skills at any level. You’ll also find suggestions for personalizing and expanding on each project or pattern.

MORE TECHNIQUES OF BEADING EARRINGS
by Deon DeLange
This volume contains all of the basic techniques and step-by-step instructions for making Deon’s Designs Original Earrings, with new and different designs; it stands alone and builds upon the concepts introduced in Deon’s first book, “Techniques of Beading Earrings”. The book introduces some more complicated designs and then, with more step-by-step instructions that are fully illustrated, builds upon those basics to construct Cylinder Style Earrings, Open Design Earrings; Multi-Dangle Motif; Bugle Bead Earrings without seed beads; Rosette Phase Earrings; two styles of Tini Earrings; Double Beaded technique; and the Indian Design set.

SIMPLY SENSATIONAL GLASS BEADING
by Dorothy Wood
Allowing the beading novice to create sumptuous projects, *Simply Sensational Glass Beading* also offers the new techniques and fresh designs advanced beaders look for. It includes a range of thoroughly explored methods and contemporary results, yet progresses in terms of design, color palette and skill. A vibrant, rich tone runs throughout, and simple techniques that build to more advanced styles feature. Clever variations allow techniques to be sampled on a smaller scale, and illustrated step-by-step and inspirational finished photographs ensure sensational results.

BEADED EARRINGS
by Therese Spears
Making earrings is a fun and rewarding experience. This book contains step-by-step detailed instructions to make these five styles of beaded earrings: simple strung, earrings made with cones, rosettes, comache weave, and peyote stitch.
NEW ADVENTURES IN BEADING EARRINGS
by Laura Reid

This fantastic new book is fully illustrated and presents step-by-step instructions on making truly beautiful and distinctive earrings. Each step is fully explained and the entire text has been “reader tested” and is enthusiastically endorsed. All the materials are easily obtained and all of the styles are based on seed beads and bugle beads.

CREATIVE BEADED EARRINGS, VOL. 2
by Von Schunzel

What was passed down in the old days from teacher to student is now available to everyone. Beautiful designs in all techniques are being brought to the public like never before. The author has put together an amazing array of the most intricate and beautiful designs that you’ve ever seen. These four books are only the beginning. Soon to come are other techniques beyond the brick stitch for the enthusiastic beader.

CREATIVE BEADED EARRINGS & MORE, VOLUME 4
by Von Schunzel

What was passed down in the old days from teacher to student is now available to everyone. Beautiful designs in all techniques are being brought to the public like never before. The author has put together an amazing array of the most intricate and beautiful designs that you’ve ever seen. These four books are only the beginning. Soon to come are other techniques beyond the brick stitch for the enthusiastic beader.

CREATIVE BEADED EARRINGS, VOL. 3
by Von Schunzel

What was passed down in the old days from teacher to student is now available to everyone. Beautiful designs in all techniques are being brought to the public like never before. The author has put together an amazing array of the most intricate and beautiful designs that you’ve ever seen. These four books are only the beginning. Soon to come are other techniques beyond the brick stitch for the enthusiastic beader.

Bead&Button Books

BEST OF BEAD&BUTTON MAGAZINE: PEYOTE STITCH BEADING PROJECTS

This book presents more than 30 of the best peyote projects from the past ten years of Bead&Button magazine. Beginning with a simple lariat made with a flat strip of peyote, the book includes projects and techniques for beaders of all levels, even absolute beginners. Step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and photos guide readers through a wide variety of peyote techniques, including 2, 3, and 5-drop, ruffled, and spiral peyote. Bracelets, necklaces, pins, purses, and home décor objects fill this inspiring volume. Includes over 90+ illustrations and almost 500 photos.

KRALENBLOEMEN / PERLENBLUMEN / BEADFLOWERS / FLEURS DE PERLES

Bead Techniques for Flowers
by Annette Van Sevenhoven & Leane de Graaf

“Everybody enjoys flowers... You can enjoy these flowers forever, because they are made from rocailles and silk. You can create your favorite flower using a stringing technique and thread. This adds beautiful decorative touches to your room.” Instructions are presented in English, Dutch, French and German. Features patterns for over 10 flowers with variations, including Friesia, Violets, & Chrysanthemum.

JEWELS IN PEYOTE STITCH
by Jill Moring

This book features twenty-six full-color patterns for beaded jewelry pieces including necklaces, bracelets, earrings and amulet bags. The author also includes “some useful information” and tips which will help the projects go smoothly, including a recommendation to use Delica beads to achieve the best results.

THE MAGICAL AMULET BAG
by Sigrid Wynne-Evans

Sigrid Wynne-Evans, known for her innovative image earring designs, has now carried the technique one step further with these images for peyote stitched amulet bags. The designs are clear, as are the directions. No fancy stitch work is required for these bags. The combinations offered for the fringe and straps allow you to be creative and make each bag truly your own.
**seed beads & delicas**

**Beaded Needlecases**
A Book of Instruction and Design
by Jennie Might

Create a unique and personalized gift (for yourself or someone else) using Even Count Tubular Peyote and Flat Circular Peyote instruction the author designs 20 full color graphs for needlecases or amulet bags. Patterns include Celtic Knotwork, Shades of Autumn, Irises, Imari Ware, Stars and Stripes, and more. Ms. Might’s work has been displayed in Suzanne Cooper’s wildly popular amulet bag series. Suggested materials include, Miyuki Delicas, English beading needles, Silamide thread, and needlecases.

**Spring Riot**
Herringbone Necklace
by Cindy Fleming

This is an advanced project for the experienced herringbone beader. This sculptural necklace of colorful flowers is stitched almost entirely with the herringbone stitch. There are small sections of peyote stitch used in the leaves. The instructions are complete and fully illustrated with color diagrams and photos.

**The Long & the Short of It**
by Jennie Might

Third in the Beaded Needlecase series, this book includes 28 life-like, full color patterns for long and short needle cases. Its clear patterns and diagrams (instructions for Even Count Tubular Peyote and Flat Circular Peyote are found in Beaded Needlecases & Beaded Favor) make it possible for even a novice to create a stunning needle case/bag. Features a beautiful color photo gallery & a blank graph for personal designs. Patterns in this book: Copper Coyotes, Crop Circles, Moo over Manhattan, Kaffe Fuzets, Following Frieda, Indian Paintbrush, Sheltering Pine, Iquinsis Elements, A-Mazing Mice, and much more.

**4th Time’s the Charm**
by Jennie Might

Features 22 designs for long and short needle cases and 17 patterns for scissor fobs and earrings. Patterns include: Botanical Bulbs, Firecracker, Mille Fleur, Now I Know My ABCs, Topiary Insanity, Mutton on a Field of Greens.

**Beaded Favors**
Designs for Needlecases and Treasure Bags
by Jennie Might

This sequel to the extremely popular Beaded Needlecases (BK1447) contains 24 life-like, full-color patterns covering a wide variety of subjects. Its clear instructions and diagrams for Even Count Tubular Peyote and Flat Circular Peyote (same as those in BK1447) make it possible for even a novice to create a stunning bag. Features a beautiful gallery with more than 40 beaded models, suggestions for gift giving, lists of birthstones, birthflowers, and meanings of herbs and spices. There are also interesting and humorous proverbs, poems and quotes included throughout the book. Projects include Beaded bonsai, Peyote Guich, Zebra Crossing, Christmas Spirit, & many more.

**Butterfly & Fairy Designs**
Advanced Brick Stitch & Fringe Techniques
by Rita Sova

Covers basic instructions for the Brick Stitch and finishing instructions for pins. Includes 5 fairy bodies, 10 wings (mix & match), 5 butterfly wings. Butterfly fringe is shown but instructions are not included. Instructions for 1 basic fairy is given and applies to all. Instructions for 1 butterfly is also given & applies to other wings. Large color patterns and samples shown for ideas. Instructions are provided to make the pins & barrette. The author has used delica beads for all the samples.

**Angel Designs**
by Rita Sova

Angel Designs includes over 25 large color patterns. 3 different wing patterns, of boys, girls & Native American angels. The angels are made into pins and are great gifts or items to sell. Butterfly & Fairy Designs include, 5 fairy bodies, 10 wings (mix & match), and 5 butterfly wings. Butterfly fringe is shown but instructions are not included. Instructions for 1 fairy are given and it applies to all. Instructions for 1 butterfly is also given & applies to other wings. Large color patterns and samples shown for ideas. Instructions are provided to make the pins & barrette. The author has used delica beads for all the samples.

**This & That**
A Bead Pattern Book
by Rita Sova

Another bead pattern book from the author of Angel Designs (BK2466) & Butterfly & Fairy Design (BK2467). Includes 60 patterns for a variety of stitches including: brick stitch, flat & tubular peyote, square stitch, net weave, & more. Patterns include balloons, butterflies, bichon/dog, panda, penguin, goose, our Lady of Guadalupe, St. Therese, Christmas ornaments, hair sticks, ladybug, kokopelli, eagle and more. Basic stitch instructions included.
THE BEADING OF MY HEART
by Mary L. Thompson
Anyone wanting to learn loom beading can pick up this book, buy supplies with confidence, build a simple frame loom and complete a project. All aspects of beginning bead looming are covered and once the first small pattern is complete, it is a simple matter to enlarge on the mini-loom, or to move up to a commercial beading loom. These loomed strips can be stitched onto garments or accessories such as barrettes or bags and pouches. The patterns are beautiful, ranging broadly from Navajo rug designs to oceus and an old fashioned sampler. They will charm bead workers of all skill levels. All of the looms can be used on larger looms or as part of a larger picture.

THE FLOWERS OF VENICE
The Art of Creating Flowers and Decorative Objects with Venetian Glass Beads
by Gianattna Paggi Marchesi
The Flowers of Venice, translated from the Italian “I Fiori de Venezia”, is a comprehensive guide to Venetian glass beads and the technique of creating beaded flowers. It illustrates and describes in detail the actual craft of flower making, with more than 400 exceptional photographs for each project. Projects include roses, lilies, poppies, daisies, morning glories and many many more. You will learn the art of arranging flowers into stunning monochromatic or multi colored bouquets, as well as center pieces, bridal bouquets, brilliantly colored tassels, carnival masks, and more. Rediscover the historical importance of this sophisticated and treasured Venetian art of glass beaded flowers and learn to design your own beautiful flower creations.

A BEADWORK COMPANION
by Jean Heinbuch
This exciting book presents step by step instructions for making 11 beautiful beading craft projects from barrettes to fully beaded belts. Beading patterns are provided for each one and seven additional beading patterns are also included. Written by successful author and noted crafts person Jean Heinbuch, each project is fully illustrated by the author. Photos of each item and over 200 illustrations are included! The book contains projects for all levels of beaders, from beginning to advanced. Everyone who enjoys creating beautiful and useful craft work will want to own this book and use it over and over again.

SIMPLE LACE AND OTHER BEADED JEWELRY PATTERNS
by Mary Ellen Harte
This is the first seed bead workbook, written with beaders of all ages in mind, to supply large, clear graphic illustrations with instructions on how to thread many popular patterns and create attractive and colorful rings, bracelets, necklaces and earrings. The patterns come from diverse cultures throughout the world. Color photos of finished pieces using all of the patterns are provided throughout the book.

THE SEED BEAD BOOK
Over 35 Step-by-Step Jewelry Projects
by Kate Haxell
Features more than 35 creative jewelry projects using a variety of beading techniques, making them achievable by even a novice to the craft. Includes projects that combine beading with simple embroidery stitches and appliqué. Each project is explained with full step-by-step pictures, and the Techniques section at the back of the book offers guidance on every main method, including tips on how to achieve a professional finish. Project styles range from contemporary to country and make full use of the enormous range of beads now available on the market.

THE MORNING ROSE
by Sharon Bateman
The Morning Rose is an adventure in dimensional square stitch. This book showcases 14 delightful projects incorporating pointed and round petals, using bugles, and adding different colors. Graphed designs included are for bumblebees, butterflies, frogs, ladybugs, snowflakes, orca, reindeer and gold fish. Projects include instructions for using the rosettes as necklaces, barrettes, and pins. The Morning Rose includes instructions for capping crystals with square stitch for adding with the rosette and separately for earrings and a new embellishment technique called Judy’s Dangle.

BEAD N’ BUGS
Using Beads and Wire to Create Realistic Butterflies, Beetles, Spiders, Flies, Wasps, and LadyBugs
by Verona Rachelle Thom
Use seed beads and wire to create realistic butterflies, dragonflies, beetles, spiders, flies, wasps and ladybugs! This how-to book covers 11 realistic projects for beaders at any level of expertise. Features detailed instructions, patterns, and diagrams, in addition to 4 pages of beautiful color photos.

THE THREE DIMENSIONAL BEADWORK 3
Finally a book that can lead you through the ins & outs of creating three dimensional work based on the circular peyote stitch. Projects range from the simple to the complex challenging both the intermediate and the advanced beader. Projects include Mermaid, Fish Bead Goddess, Wizard, Bee, Mime, Pine Cones and more. Each design can be worn as a pin or a pendant.

Objects with Venetian Glass Beads
The Art of Creating Flowers and Decorative Objects with Venetian Glass Beads
by Gianattna Paggi Marchesi

The Flowers of Venice, translated from the Italian “I Fiori de Venezia”, is a comprehensive guide to Venetian glass beads and the technique of creating beaded flowers. It illustrates and describes in detail the actual craft of flower making, with more than 400 exceptional photographs for each project. Projects include roses, lilies, poppies, daisies, morning glories and many many more. You will learn the art of arranging flowers into stunning monochromatic or multi colored bouquets, as well as center pieces, bridal bouquets, brilliantly colored tassels, carnival masks, and more. Rediscover the historical importance of this sophisticated and treasured Venetian art of glass beaded flowers and learn to design your own beautiful flower creations.

Over 35 Step-by-Step Jewelry Projects
by Kate Haxell
Features more than 35 creative jewelry projects using a variety of beading techniques, making them achievable by even a novice to the craft. Includes projects that combine beading with simple embroidery stitches and appliqué. Each project is explained with full step-by-step pictures, and the Techniques section at the back of the book offers guidance on every main method, including tips on how to achieve a professional finish. Project styles range from contemporary to country and make full use of the enormous range of beads now available on the market.

Using Beads and Wire to Create Realistic Butterflies, Beetles, Spiders, Flies, Wasps, and LadyBugs
by Verona Rachelle Thom
Use seed beads and wire to create realistic butterflies, dragonflies, beetles, spiders, flies, wasps and ladybugs! This how-to book covers 11 realistic projects for beaders at any level of expertise. Features detailed instructions, patterns, and diagrams, in addition to 4 pages of beautiful color photos.

By Jean Heinbuch
This exciting book presents step by step instructions for making 11 beautiful beading craft projects from barrettes to fully beaded belts. Beading patterns are provided for each one and seven additional beading patterns are also included. Written by successful author and noted crafts person Jean Heinbuch, each project is fully illustrated by the author. Photos of each item and over 200 illustrations are included! The book contains projects for all levels of beaders, from beginning to advanced. Everyone who enjoys creating beautiful and useful craft work will want to own this book and use it over and over again.

Over 35 Step-by-Step Jewelry Projects
by Kate Haxell
Features more than 35 creative jewelry projects using a variety of beading techniques, making them achievable by even a novice to the craft. Includes projects that combine beading with simple embroidery stitches and appliqué. Each project is explained with full step-by-step pictures, and the Techniques section at the back of the book offers guidance on every main method, including tips on how to achieve a professional finish. Project styles range from contemporary to country and make full use of the enormous range of beads now available on the market.

Using Beads and Wire to Create Realistic Butterflies, Beetles, Spiders, Flies, Wasps, and LadyBugs
by Verona Rachelle Thom
Use seed beads and wire to create realistic butterflies, dragonflies, beetles, spiders, flies, wasps and ladybugs! This how-to book covers 11 realistic projects for beaders at any level of expertise. Features detailed instructions, patterns, and diagrams, in addition to 4 pages of beautiful color photos.
Use Peyote or Brick Stitch with Delica Beads to create beaded bags featuring stunning mermaids, faces, fairies, unicorns and mystical creations! These delightful designs from Deb Bergs will thrill beaders.

Design Originals
FANTASY BEADED BAGS by Deb Bergs

Incredible designs feature the beauty of a rain forest. Colorful bags and necklaces by Deb Bergs (designer of Fantasy Beaded Bags and Spirit Bags). This book has detailed charts and color guides. A must see book! The photography is artwork on its own.

Design Originals
BEADED BAG-ETTES by Mary Harrison

While making the projects in Beaded Bag-ettes, you will learn Peyote Stitch, Brick Stitch and a variation of Ndebele/Herringbone Stitch. You will also find instructions for making beaded netting and two variations of branched fringe. In no time at all you’ll be an expert beader.

Design Originals
BEADED BRACELETS by Karen Ribble

Make colorful bracelets, necklaces and rings from seed and bugle beads. Great projects for the family!

Design Originals
PEYOTE STITCH 101 by Brenda Whitehead

On chokers and chains, ribbons and ropes, jazzing up a basket, adding texture everywhere: you can simply never have too many beads! The selection is always expanding, with the growing popularity of beaded clothing, lampshade, belts, pillows, and more. Off-loom beading produces the most beautiful and complex results – while still using easy-to-follow techniques. A leader in the field shares her infectious enthusiasm for the art, starting with the basics and moving on to more challenging projects. Decorate purchased beads to personalize them, if you’d like, and then begin working with chevron chain; crochet; herringbone and peyote stitches; and spiral rope.

Design Originals
RAIN FOREST BEADED BAGS by Deb Berg

While making the projects in Beaded Bag-ettes, you will learn Peyote Stitch, Brick Stitch and a variation of Ndebele/Herringbone Stitch. You will also find instructions for making beaded netting and two variations of branched fringe. In no time at all you’ll be an expert beader.

Design Originals
BEADED WILD ANIMALS

From tropical fish to sea animals, and from cats to colorful fantasy birds, you'll find a tempting array of beautiful and clever animals in this handy book. Finished beaded animals are perfect for pendants and key chains.

Design Originals
FRIENDSHIP CHAINS: SEED & BUGLE BEADS by Karen Ribble

Bead beautiful friendship bracelets and crosses for everyone on your list. The basic 2-needle weaving technique is easy to do. These great hands-on beginner projects are fun for teens and adults.

Design Originals
THE ART & ELEGANCE OF BEAD WEAVING by Carol Wilcox Wells

On chokers and chains, ribbons and ropes, jazzing up a basket, adding texture everywhere: you can simply never have too many beads! The selection is always expanding, with the growing popularity of beaded clothing, lampshade, belts, pillows, and more. Off-loom beading produces the most beautiful and complex results – while still using easy-to-follow techniques. A leader in the field shares her infectious enthusiasm for the art, starting with the basics and moving on to more challenging projects. Decorate purchased beads to personalize them, if you’d like, and then begin working with chevron chain; crochet; herringbone and peyote stitches; and spiral rope.

Design Originals
BEADED BRACELETS

Simply spectacular beading projects! Detailed charts show all the tips and techniques that make peyote stitch amulet bags, bracelets, earrings and vessels so popular. Learn how to turnDelica beads into stunning metallic and glowing jewelry.

Design Originals
RAIN FOREST BEADED BAGS

Use Peyote or Brick Stitch with Delica Beads to create beaded bags featuring stunning mermaids, faces, fairies, unicorns and mystical creations! These delightful designs from Deb Bergs will thrill beaders.

Design Originals
FANTASY BEADED BAGS

Beading projects are made fun! This book provides the instructions and charts needed to create beaded bags featuring stunning mermaids, faces, fairies, unicorns and mystical creations! These delightful designs from Deb Bergs will thrill beaders.

Design Originals
BEADED BRACELETS

These delightful designs from Deb Bergs will thrill beaders. Beading projects are made fun! This book provides the instructions and charts needed to create beaded bags featuring stunning mermaids, faces, fairies, unicorns and mystical creations! These delightful designs from Deb Bergs will thrill beaders.
Patterns for the...  
**BEADFUDDLED BEADER, VOL. I**  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

Great for Peyote/Beadweaving enthusiasts. These are mostly smaller amulets for decorative wear. You get 50 patterns in all—matching mini amulets and earring patterns. Designs are two sided unless they are shaped across the top or bottom, so you get even more designs! All of the amulet bags include detailed diagrams for creating fringe. Lists all of the seed bead color numbers as well as quantity requirements. Design themes include: Serene Sea, The Tux Club, Polar Bear Hugs, English Garden, Bloom’s Pansies, Fall Splendor, O’ Christmas Tree, Calla Lily Blossoms, Spring Tulips, and Golden Roses & Lilacs.

**BEAD ALL YOU CAN BEAD, VOL. I**  
An Open and Shut Case  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

Peyote bead weaving designs for everyday use... 14 beautiful card case designs. These nature inspired designs go from beautiful abstract gingko leaves flowing along a streamside to frolicking tropical frogs in all their brilliant glory. Fourteen amulet designs, each side is unique, so you really get 28 designs! These amulet card cases measure approx. 2-5/8” x 4” and have a button closure design that compliments the design. Some have fringe, others don’t. No necklace designs are included, though you could easily add one to turn it into a classic amulet necklace.

**BEAD ALL YOU CAN BEAD, VOL. II**  
An Open and Shut Case  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

All designs in this follow up are two-sided, so you actually get 24 different designs! Book includes basic stitch, fringe, and closure instructions, with complete full color graphs and photos of finished projects. Spiral-bound, soft-cover, 30 pages. Patterns include:  
- Sail Away  
- Brounen’s Cityscape  
- Abstractions  
- Jazz Junkie  
- Kaleidoscope I  
- Southwest  
- Cockatoo Attitude  
- Mountain View  
- Flashback  
- Kaleidoscope II  
- Crane at Sunset  
- Cherry Blossom Moon

**BEAD ALL YOU CAN BEAD, VOL. III**  
An Open and Shut Case  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

Create card cases for your business cards, credit cards, music players, hotel keys, and more. Perfect for when you don’t want to carry a purse – they’re art that is functional too! Add a necklace and extra fringe and you have a complete necklace! The sizes on these vary from approximately 2-3/4” x 4” up to 3” x 6-1/2”. Each side is unique giving you 20 beautiful designs to choose from.  

Designs include:  
- Hummingbird Spring  
- Aussies Aboard  
- Gone Fishing  
- Whimsical Flowers  
- Fire Drake  
- Summer Sunflowers  
- Unicorn Fantasy  
- Hearts Afire  
- Seabornes  
- Nautica

This is the third addition to this wonderful line of Peyote/beadweaving patterns. Includes full color patterns for creating 8 Amulet bags, earrings, and necklace sets, with step by step instructions and quick-start patterns to help you on your way. All amulet designs are two sided and include detailed diagrams for creating fringe as well as lists all of the seed bead color numbers and quantity requirements. Patterns include: Beachcomber, Zebra Daze, Flamingo Dance, Winter Joy, Silhouette, Panda Play, Lone Wolf, and Hello Polly.

**THIMBLE CATCHERS**  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

More fun thimble catchers and needle case holders. The needle case holders are oversized and can hold more than just your needle case! Lots of fun new sculptural designs.

**THIMBLE CATCHERS, VOL. II**  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

Ten great new amulet designs including matching earring and needlecase patterns. Pattern include: American Dream, Oh! Scarlet, Tiger Eyes, Calypso (Dolphins), Koi Pond, Spring Gate, Butterfly Garden, Fall Colors, Mischief & Spot (Cats), Christmas Cheer.

**THIMBLE CATCHERS, VOL. 2**  
by Amy Loh-Kupser

This brand new title will feature 12 thimble catcher amulets, fringe and necklace designs and patterns. Includes complete instructions for the increase used in closing the top and bottom and “quick starts” for the body and top of each design. Designs include, “Blue flame”, “Seaside”, “Crystal Shimmer”, “Moon Shadow” and more.
**BEADING HER IMAGE**
by Margie Deeb

The long awaited pattern book from the author of *The Beader's Guide to Color* and *Out On a Loom* illustrates the power and beauty of the feminine in 15 seed bead patterns for peyote, brick, and square stitch, and Loom work. Beading Her Image presents women from a wide range of times and cultures woven into tapestries, necklaces, and bracelets. The stunning and gorgeous color palettes that artist Margie Deeb is known for adorn each piece. Includes loom building instructions, finishing split loom necklace instructions, and peyote, brick, and looming instructions. The beading talent of Frieda Bates and Lela Holcomb are featured throughout.

**HERRINGBONE MADE EASY**
by Charlene Booth

Easy step-by-step instructions to help you create your own beautiful, hand crafted jewelry and accessories using single, double and triple flat herringbone, as well as tubular herringbone.

**OUT ON A LOOM**
Instructions and 15 Patterns for Loom Bead Weaving
by Margie Deeb

*Out on a Loom* is a creative journey through color, design, and form for the beginning to intermediate level seed bead artist. This softcover book features 32 full-color pages of detailed instructions, patterns, illustrations, and diagrams for creating loom woven bracelets, mini-tapestries and split loom necklaces. Professional and creative finishing techniques are provided so each finished project can be a work of art. Photos of the finished bead work (including that of renowned bead artist Frieda Bates) provide stunning examples of what can be created from the pages of *Out on a Loom*.

**NETTING ALL THE WAY**
by Varvara Konstantinov & Galina Barsky

Beading with Varvara

"This book is devoted entirely to the ancient, but still very popular, beading technique of bead netting. In keeping with tradition, this book uses ornaments and patterns from all around the world to show the infinite potential of beadwork in creating a variety of modern looking jewelry." Includes step-by-step instructions for making over thirty necklaces, bracelets and earrings using netting stitch. Color photos and b & w diagrams.
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A Beadwork® How-To Book
BEADING WITH RIGHT ANGLE WEAVE
by Christine Prussing

This master teacher demystifies the process of using right-angle weave with a techniques section comparing both the single- and double-needle methods and illustrating how the needles are manipulated. Three basic projects including a choker and a lanyard get you up to speed in no time. Includes, 60 color photos and 100 line drawings. After mastering the basics, create inspired projects including a bead lace jabot and an assortment of beautiful jewelry pieces. Then, you'll be ready to move on to more challenging 3D shapes!

DANCING LIGHT
Beaded Amulet Purse Necklaces
by Suzanne Cooper

Twenty-nine full color patterns guide you through the exciting craft of beaded amulet purse bags. Step-by-step instructions and diagrams in brilliant color. Shows finished projects in both Delica and seed beads. Great for the experienced beginner.

MORE FRENCH-BEADED FLOWERS
38 Patterns for Making Blossoms,
Leaves, Insects, and More
by Dalene Kelly

Once you stand back to admire the beauty of your first French-beaded flower, you'll want to spend every spare moment transforming beads and wire into still more spectacular blooms.
• Includes 38 exciting new patterns of flowers, bugs and more!
• Fully illustrated, general instructions help even the novice learn the techniques of French beading
• 125 gorgeous photographs and 75 how-to diagrams show both the elegance and the simplicity of every intricate design

UNIQUELY YOURS
Beaded Amulet Purse Necklaces
by Suzanne Cooper

Twenty-four beautiful new beaded amulet purses are taught by the author of Dancing Light. Beautiful color photographs and instructions. If you liked Dancing Light you will love Uniquely Yours.

FAR AWAY PLACES
40 Necklace, Mini-Tapestry and Earring Patterns
by Suzanne Cooper

Includes 40 necklace, mini-tapestry and earring patterns for Peyote or Brick stitch. Each of the amazing patterns is accompanied by a photo of the finished piece as well as the Delica number and Delica quantities required. Projects include: Carousel Horse, Celtic Designs, The Dragon, Mendhi Tattoo, Eagle Dancer, and much more.

THEN & AGAIN
Evening Purses, Chatelaines, Bracelets
by Suzanne Cooper

The author of Dancing Light & Uniquely Yours now brings you Then & Again – a collection of 36 designs for peyote stitch inspired by her personal collection of antique purses. Each of the 12 sets of designs features an evening purse, a chatelaine purse and a bracelet. Designs range in skill level from beginner to advanced.

ADORN THYSELF
by Suzanne Cooper

Suzanne Cooper brings you 64 new patterns that can be made using both Peyote Stitch and Brick Stitch. There are 17 themes with a large necklace, earrings, bracelet, and small necklace or amulet purse. The themes are: Eagle, Dragon, Nouvea Swirl, Giraffe, Bead Paw, Orchid, Calla Lily, Butterfly, Iris, Peony, Madame Pele, Celtic Knot, Rose, Island Woman, Eye of Hours, & Pyramids.

HAVE BEADS WILL TRAVEL
by Suzanne Cooper

This booklet features 57 projects including necklaces, bracelets, earrings and amulet purses suitable for traveling around the town or around the world! “These designs are small projects so you can bead when you are in a cramped airplane without having to take over the seat beside you. The book is small enough (5.5” x 8.5”) to pop in your purse or travel bag. Those long waits for a doctor’s appointment or those boring baseball/soccer/dance practices, etc. are much more pleasant with beadwork to help pass the time! Whether you are traveling by car, plane, train or donkey cart this book can go with you!” – S. Cooper

HAVE BEADS WILL TRAVEL
by Suzanne Cooper

This booklet features 57 projects including necklaces, bracelets, earrings and amulet purses suitable for traveling around the town or around the world! “These designs are small projects so you can bead when you are in a cramped airplane without having to take over the seat beside you. The book is small enough (5.5” x 8.5”) to pop in your purse or travel bag. Those long waits for a doctor’s appointment or those boring baseball/soccer/dance practices, etc. are much more pleasant with beadwork to help pass the time! Whether you are traveling by car, plane, train or donkey cart this book can go with you!” – S. Cooper
THE PATTERN COMPANION: BEADING
by Ann Benson, Gay Beule, Valerie Campbell Harding, Jane Davis, Elizabeth Gowerly, Ellen Talbott, and Carol Wilcox Wells

Beads on cross-stitched treasures; dripping from tassels, braids, and fringes; and elegantly woven with or without a loom: these patterns and pages present so many different ways to enjoy the lovely art of beading. Here are the very best examples of this attractive and sophisticated craft, from jewelry to home accessories. Beaders will find everything they need to create one-of-a-kind designs.

BEADED BAGS & MORE
by Jules & Karthe Kliot

The beaded bag, today’s popular accessory, saw its full development in the 1920s when the knitted, crocheted or woven beaded bag was a necessity for both formal and informal wear. The bag could be embellished with any of the many ornate frames then available, or they could be without frame and maintained with a simple drawing closure of beads, chain or cord. This volume includes a selection of popular instruction books illustrating the rich designs popular during this period.

BEADED AMULET PURSES
A Source of Instruction & Inspiration
by Nicolette Svein

This extraordinary book has complete instructions for seven fabulous purses. These artist designed projects feature different variations on many unusual techniques. Includes even count tubular peyote stitch, odd count flat peyote stitch, tubular lattice netting stitch, loomed bead weaving, and single needle/right angle weave. To inspire you there is a full color photo gallery of 27 gorgeous beaded amulet purses from some of today's most innovative artists!

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO BEAD NETTING
by Madeleine Rollason

Learn how to create beautiful designs using bead netting! This book is great for beginners as well as for the more experienced beaders, who will benefit from the excellent tips given throughout the book. All the stitches and basic techniques are explained clearly from start to end, accompanied with step-by-step photographs. There are seven projects that will put your skills into practice and produce stunning purses, jewelry and other original items.
**Bead Weaving with Treasure Beads, Book 3**

A textbook offering an introduction to advanced techniques to bead weavers with some experience. Presented in 6 lessons, this text offers instructions for 15 bead weaving projects (projects 31-46 in the *Bead Weaving* series). Includes color illustrations, charts, and photographs of finished projects.

**Bead Weaving with Treasure Beads, Book 4**

A textbook offering an introduction to advanced techniques to bead weavers with some experience. Presented in 4 lessons, this text offers instructions for 10 bead weaving projects (projects 47-56 in the *Bead Weaving* series). Includes detailed color illustrations, charts, and photographs of finished projects. Techniques introduced include: basics for making purses and handbags; bags with gussets; joining bottoms of bags; pulling warp threads to form the bottom of a bag; and attaching a zipper.

**Wild Things**

An extraordinary new amulet bag pattern book, focusing on wild animals. Each design is presented in full color and is accompanied with instructions for both peyote/brick stitch and square/loom. Full color charts include delica numbers. Projects include butterfly, cougar, elephant, flamingo, gorilla, lion, panda, tiger wolf, and many more.

**Those Doggone Beads**

This convenient half-size book will easily fit into your purse or project bag for easy beading while you travel. Also included are instructions on how to change the colors of the dogs to match your dog! As always, basic peyote instructions are included.

**Bloomin’ Beads**

The author of *Wild Things* (BK1941) now brings you *Blooming Beads*, a collection of forty two full color beading charts focusing on floral designs. Once again each project is presented in both Peyote/Brick Stitch & Square/Loom Stitch. Learn to make necklaces, bracelets & amulet purses with daffodils, fuchsias, iris, pansy, poppies, roses & spring bouquets.

**Just Because**

*Just Because* is a wonderful compilation of 37 full color charts for peyote and brick stitch. Including necklaces, earrings, and bracelets ranging from easy to difficult. It includes basic instructions for flat peyote and brick stitch. Patterns include Chinese New Year, Going Fishing, Medieval Dragon, Majestic Cobra, The Old Man of the Forest, and much more.
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FRENCH BEADED FLOWERS I
A Guide for Beginners
by Helen McCall

The art of beaded flowers originated in France during Victorian times. The peasants who beaded clothing would take home the odd-sized, unusable beads and make flowers with them. Their bead creations were then placed on alters and the graves of loved ones. This book is written with the beginner in mind to teach this wonderful technique by use of detailed instructions and illustrations for small or miniature arrangements.

NET WEAVE WITH BEADS
by Hortense E. Thompson

Learn exciting bead weaving patterns with this book. The easy-to-follow directions and diagrams will help you produce necklaces and bracelets that are beautiful and expensive-looking. By using the techniques provided in the book, it will prove that you do not need to be an artist or an expert beader to create your own jewelry. You’ll be able to complete a bracelet in less than an hour! This book also features four languages (Dutch, German, French and English).

Bead&Button Books

BASIC BEADWEAVING: HERRINGBONE STITCH

This book brings together some of Bead&Button’s finest Herringbone stitch projects from sleek, simple bracelets to intricate, stunning collars. Clear step-by-step instructions and helpful photographs accompany each project. An excellent source of beautiful designs, the detailed illustrations will serve inspirational for beaders.

Bead&Button Books

BEADED BRACELETS

Make and Wear 25 Fast, Fabulous Projects

Using a wide range of techniques, you’ll learn to make 25 gorgeous bracelets. From simple strung bangles to wire cuffs to bead-woven bands, this booklet offers enough variety to create an entire wardrobe of wrist adornments. The easy-to-understand photos and instructions provide clear direction for beginners, while the variety of projects offers lasting inspiration for experienced beaders.

BRITOMART AND AMORET

by Sigrid Wynne-Evans

A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by Sir Frank Dicksee, by the same name. The painting depicts a knight riding through a procession in his honor, with a figure of Christ that only the knight seems to notice. The tapestry pattern is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3 x 4 inch peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry.

GODSPEED

by Sigrid Wynne-Evans

A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by Edmund Blair Leighton, by the same name. The painting depicts a medieval lady bidding her knight “Godspeed” as he goes off to battle. The tapestry pattern (about 9 x 12”) is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3 x 4 inch peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry.

TWO CROWNS

by Sigrid Wynne-Evans

A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by John Waterhouse, by the same name. The painting depicts a knight riding on a horse with a painting of a damsel and her knight “Godspeed” as he goes off to battle. The tapestry pattern (about 9 x 12”) is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3 x 4 inch peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry.

LA BELLE DAME SANS MERCY

by Sigrid Wynne-Evans

A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by Edmund Blair Leighton, by the same name. The painting depicts a medieval lady bidding her knight “Godspeed” as he goes off to battle. The tapestry pattern (about 9 x 12”) is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3 x 4 inch peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry.
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SIR GALAHAD
by Sigrid Wynne-Evans
A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by George Frederick Watts, by the same name. The tapestry pattern is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3" x 4" peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry. This pattern is a masterpiece that you can enjoy for a lifetime.

AMULET OBSESSIONS
by Barbara E. Elbe
From the author of BACK to BEADING & Beaded Images comes another sure fire hit. Each of Amulet Obsessions patterns can be described as a fine piece of art. Contains 17 picturesque amulet purses; ten patterns done in horizontal brick stitch, two in vertical brick stitch and five in square stitch. Projects feature birds, scenery, flowers, whimsical themes, and much more. Includes 8 color pages and detailed instructions.

BACK TO BEADIN'
by Barbara E. Elbe
This masterful book instructs the user how to make elegant amulet purses and jewelry, using delica and seed beads. Through the use of delica beads, Barbara Elbe has created incredible miniature scenes in amazing detail. The purses are done in brick stitch, which makes for a softer, more flexible feel. Two other weaving techniques are introduced, Herringbone and Right Angle weave, done with seed beads.

BRACELETS, BUTTONS, & BROOCHES
24 Projects Using Innovative Beading Techniques
by Jane Davis
Bracelets, Buttons & Brooches teaches beaders of every skill level how to use a few basic beadwork techniques to create a beautiful beaded brooch, a button to adorn a favorite jacket, or a stunning bracelet with an attitude all its own. Whether beaders prefer using existing buttons, or designing their own, this beautiful bead book, featuring 200+ step-by-step illustrations and 24 projects, will guide them through basic stitches including peyote, brick and ladder, and two techniques of basic cabochon beadwork. From these basics, beaders can create any of the 24 projects featured.

Design Originals
BEADING WITH CUBES AND TRIANGLES
by Alice Korach
According to Ms. Korach, there’s a reason why cubes and triangles are under-represented in project books… They’re tricky beads to use well with those sharp angles and big holes! She rose to the challenge and has come up with some lovely designs. This booklet presents 7 different bracelets (most with variations) as well as a necklace of beaded beads. All projects feature thorough step-by-step instructions, color diagrams and color photographs.

LATTEC BRACELETTS
Beadwork, Book 1
by C. J. David
Learn the two needle lattice techniques for making beautiful bracelets. Easy to follow directions and comprehensive diagrams.

SCULPTURAL FLOWERS-I
The Trumpet Flower
by Marcia Katz
Featuring easy to follow step by step instructions for making these delightful 3-D flowers and leaves, plus instructions for projects using the flowers. Finally, use peyote and brick stitch rather then wire to create flowers that look like you just plucked them off the vine.

CABIN FEVER DESIGNS I
by Sheri Nelson
This pattern booklet features 11 flat peyote stitch necklace designs, 8 circular peyote stitch amulet bag designs, 1 sculptured peyote stitch design and 1 circular brick stitch design. There are no instructions in this book on how do do these stitches. A listing of the Delica beads used for all of the samples is given with each pattern, but the author encourages readers to choose their own colors to make each piece unique. Patterns include: Whale necklace, Butterfly and Roses, When Pigs Fly..., and more.

Beaded Amulet Obsessions
by Sigrid Wynne-Evans
A seed bead pattern book that has a tapestry pattern based on the painting by George Frederick Watts, by the same name. The tapestry pattern is given in a word chart in both peyote and loom. Word charts are incredibly easy to follow. A pattern in the traditional color coded chart is also given for a 3” x 4” peyote stitch detail that can be made into a necklace or mini tapestry. This pattern is a masterpiece that you can enjoy for a lifetime.

Beadwork, Book 1
by C. J. David
Learn the two needle lattice techniques for making beautiful bracelets. Easy to follow directions and comprehensive diagrams.

The Trumpet Flower
by Marcia Katz
Featuring easy to follow step by step instructions for making these delightful 3-D flowers and leaves, plus instructions for projects using the flowers. Finally, use peyote and brick stitch rather then wire to create flowers that look like you just plucked them off the vine.

Cabin Fever Designs I
by Sheri Nelson
This pattern booklet features 11 flat peyote stitch necklace designs, 8 circular peyote stitch amulet bag designs, 1 sculptured peyote stitch design and 1 circular brick stitch design. There are no instructions in this book on how do do these stitches. A listing of the Delica beads used for all of the samples is given with each pattern, but the author encourages readers to choose their own colors to make each piece unique. Patterns include: Whale necklace, Butterfly and Roses, When Pigs Fly..., and more.
THE WORLD OF BEADS
by Mitsuko Mato

Glittery and whimsical, beads can be used to create a wide range of attractive, decorative objects. This book offers easy and entertaining projects to create enchanting holiday gifts, magical children’s jewelry, and playful household trinkets. Designs include: Christmas, house and garden, fruits and vegetables, amusement parks and playgrounds, animals, hats and handbags, flowers and more. A detailed instruction describes the entire beadwork process & provides a list of the materials and tools required. The method of stringing the beads is detailed in illustrations throughout with color photographs of the finished project.

BEADWEAVING BRILLIANCE
Make Beautiful Jewelry as You Learn Off-Loom Techniques
by Kumi Oizumi

This beautifully illustrated book shows crafters how to create colorful and unique beaded accessories. Using a single needle and thread, readers will learn a variety of stitches, including herringbone, Peyote, brick, square, right angle weave and African helix, to weave beads into a flat fabric or 3-dimensional object. The off-loom beading technique lends itself to fashioning striking accessories; and the author offers precise instructions for 30 different projects that will take even a novice beader no more than two hours to complete. It’s divided into sections covering five different types of accessories – rings, pendants, straps, bracelets and necklaces – and also includes sections on basic techniques, color variations and tools. Full color throughout.

BEADED CORDS, CHAINS, STRAPS & FRINGE
32 Beading Projects
by Jean Campbell

If you’ve ever wondered how to use beads to fringe an amulet bag, decorate a Victorian lampshade, edge a velvet purse, or just create a great piece of jewelry, then Jean Campbell has written this book for you. All great beadwork, from jewelry to sculptures require beaded cords, chains, straps, or fringe to cement that professional looking quality. This, full color, compilation of 32 “basics” will give you the foundation you need to put the right finishing touches on your special beadwork projects. You will refer back to this book in your library again, and again.

THE BEADER’S FLORAL
Stitches, Designs, Projects and Inspiration for Beadwork Flowers
by Liz Thornton and Jill Devon

A unique and inspiring guide to beadwork flowers in a variety of stitches, from quick and easy floral motifs to exquisite and challenging three-dimensional flowers. Provides detailed guidance by text and illustration – with “Fiddly Factor” ratings – to develop beading stitches into irresistible floral designs. Some of the popular featured flowers include pansy, daffodil and columbine; all with step-by-step instructions and color diagrams. There are projects to suit all levels of ability and tastes from simple earrings to intricate necklaces, with imaginative ideas for more floral embellishments. This is an essential reference for beadworkers and a celebration of the beauty of flowers and of the desire for creative decoration.

BEAD ROMANTIQUE
Elegant Beadweaving Designs
by Lisa Kan

Inspired by art history, artist Lisa Kan offers a truly unique jewelry collection with a romantic yet modern sensibility. Her book features 16 step-by-step designs inspired by the Gothic, Renaissance, Victorian, and Art Nouveau eras reinterpreted in her distinctive contemporary style. Emphasizing a mix of vintage findings, beads, lampwork, buttons, and modern components, Lisa’s jewelry brings a feminine mystique and sophistication to beadwork design. Each project builds on simple elements to create sophisticated designs and incorporate off-loom seed bead weaving, stringing, and wirework. Projects include a scalloped chain necklace, pearl Ndebele earrings and bracelet set, mesh pearl bracelet, bohemian drop earrings, a Victorian diamond cuff, and more. Novice beaders can progress through projects and increase their skills and beading confidence while advanced beaders will find exciting new challenges. Included are Lisa’s expert design and technique tips and tricks along with detailed instruction and illustrations for every project. Lisa also gives information on finding special vintage beads and components to give your jewelry that romantic quality plus ways to make modern components look vintage. Due Spring 2008.